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Artist/Creator, Crystal Quartermaine. From the Southwest
Noongar Clans; Wilman, Ballardong, and Menang.
Currently living on Whadjuk Boodja/country, here in
Ellenbrook.
I visit home regularly with my Mob, to reconnect with lands,
spirit, and to learn my culture.
I have painted since I was a child. My stories/yarns come from
my grandfather (passed), who raised me. I was very close with
my Pop and often would often fall asleep under the stars,
listening to the stories about the skies.
A lot of my painting incorporate the Meeka/Meeukany
(Moon/Moonlight), alongside Astrology.
I am currently a full - time Proud mother of four beautiful
talented children. Leaving work as a Aboriginal Health
Practitioner to focus and raise my children, established the
time to retake up my hobby of painting.
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GALLERY OF WIILMAN
MEEUKANY
SEVEN SISTERS (2021)
As the Seven Sisters make up
with Pleiades in Astrology/Tarus
Constellation, when they are
running away from the Magic
Man (Marbarn man), aka
Orion’s Belt star cluster. Who is in
love with one of the sisters, but
of wrong tribe/clan for
traditional marriage the only
way for the sisters to stay
together, is to escape every
night by launching themselves
from the hills into the sky, and
the Magic Man follows every
night

WOMEN’S GROUND (2022)
This stunning piece represents our
connection to boodja, clans,
dreamtime, and universe. With
the colour schemes of the Djeran
Season in Southwest of Perth. The
wind change is seen within,
alongside the brightness of
colours ray throughout with the
break of the hot weather.

WAGYL WAGYL, MOTHER TREE (2021)
Represents the Wagyl
Wagyl of out swan river,
and the trees of life/our
mothers of the ground

YONGKAS/KANGAROO MOORT TRAVELLING WITH THEIR
BABIES (2022)
Mother Roo’s with their
joeys in the pocuhes.
Their tracks can be seen,
and the travelling routes.
Moon, sky incorporated
in this piece. The land
colours throughout with
the raised dot
throughout.

CONNECTING WITH LANDS, AND GATHERING OF
TRADITIONAL SOURCES (2022)
This painting displays
my lands. Old ways of
gathering of food
sources, and bush
medicines.
Grouping of clans can
be seen, with people
sitting, and the
kooligars/children
dancing, and playing.
The berries, push
potatoes, bush
medicine, fields.
Gathering bowls with
sources found inside.

SEVEN SISTER (SERIES 2) – REQUEST BY CUSTOMER (2022)
As the Seven Sisters
make up with Pleiades
in Astrology/Tarus
Constellation, when
they are running away
from the Magic Man
(Marbarn man), aka
Orion’s Belt star cluster.
Who is in love with one
of the sisters, but of
wrong tribe/clan for
traditional marriage
the only way for the
sisters to stay together,
is to escape every
night by launching
themselves from the
hills into the sky, and
the Magic Man follows
every night

THE WELCOMING OF MAKURU (JUNE – JULY) (2022)
Makuru is the rainiest, coldest time of the Noongar seasons within South West. The rivers are full,
enabling free movement of clans with ease, with plenty of food and water. Bookas, and hunting
tools are made from yongkas, making sure nothing from the animals was wasted. This is the time
for all animals to nest for their babies. Women’s business is taking place, alongside gathering and
movement through Boojda with Clans moving away from the coastal areas. You will see the
blackboys flourishing with, both male and females within this piece. This creation has both
landscape, and dot art incorporated with each other, to bring the brightness of this season, but
also not forget the flourishing trees within this wet time within my Beautiful Boodja

